BIMx — the multi-award winning BIM project presentation application — features the BIMx Hyper-model for integrated 2D and 3D building project navigation. This unique technology brings BIM to mobile devices even for projects with complex 3D models and extensive 2D documentation. BIMx helps bridge the gap between the design studio and the construction site.

Download the free BIMx app or buy the BIMx PRO app today to discover BIMx for yourself!
BIMx - Take your design with you wherever you go!

“This is a fantastic tool that openly and interactively explores 3D Building Information Models on mobile devices. It saves us from having to carry big paper files to the site!”

Shane Taylor, BIM Manager, Patterson Associates, New Zealand

The BIMx App’s intuitive user interface and cloud-integrated workflow makes it an unparalleled tool for every architect working with Building Information Models and architectural documentation. BIMx now provides access to the full 2D project documentation within the 3D model context. BIMx Hyper–models can be published directly from ARCHICAD. BIMx offers a smooth and fast communication platform from the designer’s chair to onsite coordination, for all of the project stakeholders – architects, site managers, real estate developers and clients.

BIMx Hyper–models in action

The real power of BIMx lies in fusing Building Element Information into every bit of the model. From “simple” quantities to web links to a manufacturer or external database, the designer is in control of who sees what. The per-element info tabs will display it all.

Control Per-Element info and Zone info

Building Information Models contain an enormous amount of information, which can all be shown in BIMx’s element info tags. These info bits are recognized as e-mails, phone numbers, hyperlinks or addresses providing direct links to the corresponding mobile apps.

From model element quantities to external web links to manufacturer product sheets, the designer can share information specific to each stakeholder’s needs. Zone Stamps on the Floor Plans and Zone Labels in the 3D model are interactive within the BIMx model. By tapping on these items you can access Zone info tags where architects can provide additional information about room finishes or any other space–related details.
BIMx in the AEC workflow

“I have had a first spin through the BIMx Hyper-model software and you need to be congratulated on such a game-changing piece of software. It will change the way that the industry works in a big way.”

Nathan Hildebrandt, Associate, Fulton Trotter Architects, Australia

When attending client presentations, or coordinating projects onsite, architects don’t need to rely on blueprints or PDFs anymore. Construction documentation can amount to hundreds of pages. Printing, copying and keeping the printed documents up-to-date is expensive. BIMx Hyper-models offer a unique and convenient combination of the 3D design model with the 2D documentation in one digital model available on mobile devices, which can be fully or partially updated from the office!

Deliver your design intent with ease – even for non-professionals!

Many people find 2D and 3D difficult to work with simultaneously. Not anymore. With BIMx’s smooth transitions and context-sensitive information overlay, moving between dimensions is a breeze.

BIMx PRO – extra for the Pros

BIMx PRO’s exclusive features turn the BIMx app into a powerful and open information hub and communication platform, which helps not only identify but also solve issues right at the construction site.

Bi-directional Element Access, on-demand 2D and 3D measurement, AirPrint and Google Cloud Print support, saving new Gallery items and BIMcloud connection (Teamwork messaging, redlining, photo attachment) are all differentiating factors that make BIMx PRO a premium solution.
BIMx

FREE

Mainly for clients, BIMx provides FREE OF CHARGE access to the 2D and 3D view of any BIMx building Hyper-model. In-app purchases are available to access or share BIMx ‘PRO’ functionality, even across platforms.

KEY FEATURES OF BIMx

3D Content
2D Content
Hyperlinked 2D & 3D
Smooth transitions
Real-World-like experience
All-round 3D Cutaways
Cloud Storage access
Custom Per-Element Info Sets
Zone Info display
BIMcloud Integration for team messaging

For more details, contact any GRAPHISOFT office, or visit: www.graphisoft.com/bimx/

BIMx PRO

$49.99

For architects, building and operations professionals, BIMx PRO grants access to powerful productivity tools that enhance project coordination and collaboration.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE IN BIMx PRO

Smart 2D and 3D Measure on iOS
AirPrint and Google Cloud Print
Integration with external Databases
Inter-App Communication

BIMx is compatible with Google Cardboard VR 2.0, allowing a rich, immersive experience of building design on iOS and Android smart phones.

Compare apps

BIMx is available in two versions in the Apple App Store and Google Play. Choose the version that works best for you.